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Management Platform
(GMP).
Insider Growth Management Platform
(GMP) helps digital marketers drive growth
across the funnel, from Acquisition to
Activation, Retention, and Revenue.
Leveraging real-time predictive
segmentation powered by deep Artiﬁcial
Intelligence and Machine Learning
capabilities, Growth Management Platform
empowers marketers to deliver
personalized journeys across the web,
mobile web, mobile apps, and ad channels.
Built on a uniﬁed data layer, GMP is easy to
implement and simple to use, avoiding the
need for complex integrations and
dependency on IT teams. Insider simpliﬁes
the life of digital marketers and helps them
drive growth for their brands, with zero
marketing waste.
Insider is a technology company with
oﬃces in London, Singapore, Tokyo, Hong
Kong, Seoul, Sydney, Paris, Helsinki,
Barcelona, Dubai, Moscow, Warsaw, Taipei,
Jakarta, Istanbul, Kiev, Ho Chi Minh City,
Bangkok, Ankara and Kuala Lumpur. Insider
has been named a "Cool Vendor” in the
report titled “Cool Vendors in Multichannel

Marketing” by Gartner, Inc. and recognized as
a Leader in the G2 Grid for Mobile Marketing
in 2019.
Also, Insider was listed as one of Europe’s
100 Hottest Startups by WIRED Magazine in
2018 and won Red Herring Top 100 Europe in
2017. CrunchBase has recently ranked
Insider’s co-founder and CEO Hande Cilingir
as one of the top three women CEOs outside
of the US.
Some of the most prestigious Fortune 500
companies and top brands in retail,
automotive and travel across the globe use
Insider to deliver AI-backed personalized
experiences.
Helping the world's leading brands grow
beyond the speed of customer expectations,
Insider is trusted by over 450 businesses
across various industries including UNIQLO,
Singapore Airlines, Virgin, Toyota, airBaltic,
Carrefour, Air Arabia, IKEA, Pegasus,
Samsung, Vietnam Airlines, MediaMarkt, Thai
Airways, Nissan, AVIS, Allianz, Tokopedia,
BBVA, Dominos and Avon.

www.useinsider.com
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FROM ANCILLARY SURVEY TO DIGITAL
RETAILING RESEARCH

AUTHOR’S NOTE

The ﬁrst Diggintravel research project I ever
did was the Airline Ancillary Survey back in
2017. You could say that in 2017, ancillary
revenue was at the peak of the hype cycle.
However, even then I didn’t want to do typical
ancillary benchmarks, but rather was intrigued
by how airlines use “digital” (touchpoints,
channels, techniques) to increase ancillary
revenue. I was always more interested in the
“how,” i.e., what kinds of things airlines are
doing to generate ancillary revenue.
More than two years, four research
whitepapers, and almost 50 articles and case
studies later, our new 2019 Airline Digital
Retailing survey and research shows that
growing ancillary is still among airlines’ top
priorities.
Now, you’ll ask, what’s changed since 2017?
If ancillary is still the top priority, what is
different now compared to two years ago?
I would say the pressure for airlines to ﬁnd
additional sources of revenue is greater than
ever. For airlines to stay competitive, they
need to master digital retailing. This means
knowing your customer better, understanding
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his or her preferences and offering the right
product or service in a way that adds value to
the customer.
In addition to offering a variety of different
products (not only a ﬂight), airlines need to be
innovative with their products and offers, such
as bundling products together and providing
dynamic offers and packages. Basically, they
need to do what retail has been doing for a
long time.
And since basically all travel research and
most of the distribution is done online
(digital), digital retailing is probably the right
term for it.
This is why we see the narrative advocating
for airlines to become digital companies, the
Amazons of travel, and OTAs becoming
stronger than ever. This narrative is not only
external / digital vendor based; a lot of it is
actually coming from the airlines themselves.
Ryanair, AirAsia, and Eurowings have all
publicly spoken about their ambitions to
transform into digital retailers. Each of them
say they want to be a digital company that
sells all kinds of travel products – not only an
airline that operates ﬂights, not only selling
ﬂights, but also selling hotels, vacation
packages and even other airlines’ ﬂights.
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DIGITAL SKILLSET FOR
DIGITAL RETAILING
To become a successful digital retailer, you
need a different mindset and certainly a new
set of digital skills.
In a recent interview with McKinsey &
Company about How Digital is Transforming
Retail, Devin Wenig, the president of eBay
Marketplaces, stated the following:
“Understanding how to connect with your core
customers across every way they want to
connect—not the way you want them to
connect but the way they want to connect with
you—is a different skill.
It requires design and product management. It
requires understanding how to market in a
digital world. There are still many instances
that I see where it is old-school marketing. It’s
still about major TV campaigns, get people into
the stores. That’s still important, and that’s not
going to go away.

But understanding how to engage in a world
of exploding social networks, how to use
search, how to use catalog, how to optimize,
and how to engage—very different skills. I
think that is going to become a core part of
the playbook for retailers and merchants of all
sizes around the world.”
To help airlines on that journey to learn new
digital retailing skills, we expanded our airline
digital retailing framework and went even
deeper in analyzing each of the ﬁve areas of
the framework.
The focus of this whitepaper is not only
providing you with the benchmarks, but also
the HOW.
How can you be better at digital retailing, and
what can you learn from the best travel
digital retailers?
If you dig deeper into the various sections of
this whitepaper, you’ll ﬁnd case studies and
tips from innovative OTAs and airlines who
excel at digital retailing.
Diggintravel has always been about providing
you with the best airline-focused digital
content, and I hope this whitepaper will be a
valuable resource for you.

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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ASK THE EXPERT:
ANCILLARY REVENUE OR DIGITAL RETAILING?

Richard Hammond
Retail expert and author of the bestselling books Friction/Reward and
Smart Retail

Is ancillary revenue, as a word or even a
concept, becoming obsolete?

So if not ancillaries, then what?
I wouldn’t call it ancillaries at all.

If airlines want to only be the provider of
transport, then by all means stick to the word
‘ancillaries.’ If airlines believe that all they’re
selling is a ticket from A to B, then ancillaries
makes sense. But actually, if you are only
selling a ticket to go from A to B, that really
narrows your ability to inﬂuence whether a
customer wants to choose you to solve their
particular travel challenge or not.

I would call the whole thing our products, and
one of our products is a seat in an airplane.
But they all have equal value to each other.
They all have equal proﬁle and precedence.
Yes, some of them are more diﬃcult for us to
fulﬁll, but they are all things that are part of
the customer experience and things that make
the total customer experience of what it is
that you’re selling.

What our customers are considering is not
‘how do I get from A to B?’ The customer is
considering how to get the best experience in
a given situation. If I’m ﬂying for business,
how do I get to a great hotel? How do I get my
transfers so I’m not late for my meeting? Will I
get my boss to sign off on the cost? How can I
work when I’m on the plane?
Now, if you think about those things as
ancillary, something that sits outside of the ‘A
to B’ part of it, then you have no chance of
inﬂuencing [the customer’s] decision to
engage in those things with you.

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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HOW DO WE MEASURE DIGITAL RETAILING?
[THE 2019 DIGITAL RETAILING SURVEY AND
RESEARCH]
So, if digital retailing is the right thing for
airlines to do – how do we measure it? How
do we benchmark to discover how good you
are at it?
First let me clear up one thing: this survey and
research is not about ancillary revenue
benchmarks and rankings. It’s not about how
much ancillary revenue as a share of total
revenue your airline generates. Ancillary
revenue as a share of total airline revenue was
just one part of the questions we asked
airlines, and yes, it was taken into
consideration when we created the
benchmarks. However, most questions in the
survey, and the main purpose of the research,
were aimed at measuring how good airlines
are at digital retailing.
To illustrate this point, let me share a story
with you. Recently I did a project with a fastgrowing LCC airline, and they performed quite
poorly when I benchmarked them with our
framework. They asked me:

processes, how they use their data, etc.), I
could see there was a lot of room for
improvement.
During my research I also came across the
opposite cases: airlines with a more
traditional, full-service model, where ancillary
share was not as high, but they were very
good at digital retailing.
So, let’s get back to the initial question: how
can you measure digital retailing? We tried to
update our Airline Digital Retailing Framework
to consider both the airline business model
and the digital retailing elements.
In addition to all general ancillary questions
(e.g. ancillary revenue share) and questions
and review of ancillary products (e.g. top air
ancillary products, top non-air ancillary
products, whether you do travel packaging,
etc.), we focused heavily on the areas we think
are crucial for digital retailing.

“Iztok, how is it that we can be good at
generating ancillary, but still rank so poorly on
your digital retailing benchmark?”
The answer was, of course, that because of
their business model (LCC with a completely
unbundled model), their ancillary revenue
share was high. But when I looked at their
digital retailing techniques (their UX & booking
funnel, their mobile, digital marketing

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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Below you can see some of the questions we
used for our evaluation:

• How do you use data for your ancillary
offers (personalized offers)?

• Do you personalize the in-path booking
and post-booking shopping experience?

• What kind of digital optimization
activities do you do for your ancillary
products?

• What kind of digital methods do you use
for post-booking ancillary revenue upsell
and cross-sell?

On top of the survey questions, we also
performed UX audits of the booking ﬂows for
all 45 surveyed airlines, with a focus on
bundling, upselling and cross-selling
elements.
NOTE: You can ﬁnd the full Airline Digital
Retailing Framework and all survey questions
for each of the framework areas in the second
part of this whitepaper.
I’m conﬁdent that the answers to these
questions, combined with the benchmarks,
examples and best practices, will give you a
very good understanding of what it takes to
boost your airline digital retailing to the next
level.

• How ﬂexible are your digital booking and
post-booking platforms?

Enjoy your reading!

• Do you experiment with advanced digital
concepts (like artiﬁcial intelligence,
machine learning, predictive analytics,
recommendation engines)?

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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BY SIZE

ABOUT 2019 DIGITAL
RETAILING SURVEY

small
20%
large
40%

The 2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey is
Diggintravel’s 3rd annual survey and
research project in the ﬁeld of airline digital
retailing and ancillary revenue.
The goal of this research was not to
present the detailed statistics and
benchmarks of airline ancillary revenue.
You can ﬁnd detailed statistics in other
reports, like the IdeaWorksCompany
Yearbook of Ancillary Revenue.
Such benchmarks can help you understand
(if you’re still not convinced) WHY growing
ancillary revenue is crucial for your airline’s
proﬁtability.

medium
40%

BY TYPE
LCC
31%

Instead, we wanted to analyze WHAT
airlines are doing to develop their ancillary
revenue and HOW they’re doing it. More
speciﬁcally, our survey investigates the
maturity of the digital processes and key
challenges airline professionals are facing
when it comes to growing ancillary revenue.
During the ﬁrst and second quarter of 2019,
we sent our survey questionnaires to more
than 120 airlines’ senior ancillary, digital
and other executives.
The survey represents the views of 45
carriers, providing intriguing insights into
the state of digital retailing for the airline
industry.

FSC
69%

BY GEOGRAPHY
Americas
20%

Europe
29%

Middle East
13%

Asia-Paciﬁc
38%

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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WHAT WERE WE EVALUATING?
The goal of the survey was to evaluate digital
retailing maturity within airline organizations.
For evaluation of maturity we structured
questions around ﬁve main areas:

-

Product and Pricing
Digital Retailing Techniques
Innovation and Technology
Customer Centricity
Organization and Integration

You can ﬁnd the exact questions, survey
results and detailed analyses for each area in
the special section at the end of this report.
In addition to the survey questions, we
performed a digital audit of booking platforms
for all 45 participating airlines.

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey

During the audit, we evaluated various
digital retailing elements, including
presentation of branded fares / fare
families, presence of dynamic bundles and
personalized products, upsell mechanics, a
la carte ancillary product offering, and
usage of persuasion methods.
In the last part of the survey, we asked
participants about the key challenge that
limits them in taking their ancillary revenue
efforts to the next level. By combining key
pain points with the areas in which airlines
plan to invest in 2019, we set out to uncover
the main focus of 2019 airline ancillary and
digital retailing development.
As a result, we updated our Airline Digital
Retailing Framework (see next section).
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DIGGINTRAVEL AIRLINE DIGITAL RETAILING
FRAMEWORK
The goal of the Diggintravel Airline Digital
Retailing Framework is to provide a holistic
view of all areas (and their interdependencies)
needed for a successful digital retailing
strategy.
The framework can help airlines strategically
assess and plan actions for each area. To
have a successful digital retailing program, all
areas need to be addressed and integrated.
Great ancillary products are not enough to
grow your ancillary revenue; digital retailing
skills and customer centricity are needed as
well. Similarly, great ancillary strategies cannot

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey

be realized without organizational agility,
integration and agile digital platforms.
Finally, the framework is also a tool for selfassessment for airlines to realistically assess
their digital retailing competence.
In many cases there is an organizational
belief that our own digital and ancillary
revenue competence is at a higher level than
it actually is. Only when we perform a
systematic evaluation of each area can we
usually get a more realistic picture.
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DO YOU WANT TO TAKE YOUR DIGITAL
RETAILING TO THE NEXT LEVEL?

This special airline digital retailing workshop is the best ﬁrst step!
Discover all of the most important aspects of airline ancillary revenue and
digital retailing in a hands-on, 1-day workshop.

Learn – we’ll provide you with
airline ancillary and digital
retailing best practices and
benchmarks based on our
research.

Identify - we’ll deep dive into
your booking funnel analytics
and help you identify key
optimization scenarios for
revenue growth.

Plan – we’ll evaluate your digital
retailing maturity and help you
plan the next steps based on our
frameworks and maturity
models.

Execute - we’ll help you
prepare and execute ﬁrst
optimization scenarios and
measure results.

CONTACT iztok.franko@diggintravel.com
FOR A DRAFT WORKSHOP AGENDA

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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FINDINGS SUMMARY – STATE OF AIRLINE
DIGITAL RETAILING
We scored the participating airlines’ maturity
in each of the ﬁve main areas of the
aforementioned Digital Retailing Framework.
Individual responses to the survey questions,
the results of our digital audit of the booking
funnel, and any available ancillary revenue
ﬁnancial data (ancillary as a % of total
revenue) all contributed to the ﬁnal result.
The sole purpose of ranking the survey results
was to see if we could group airlines into
different categories based on their digital
retailing maturity and then provide guidelines
on how to advance. Survey responses and
their interpretations are subjective based on
the views of the survey participant and this
whitepaper author.

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey

Based on the results, we classiﬁed each
participating airline into one of the following
three categories:

- Laggards
- Followers
- Leaders
Summarized results of our Airline Digital
Retailing Survey and benchmarks:

- 15 airlines (33.3%) were classiﬁed as
-

Laggards
23 airlines (51.1%) were classiﬁed as
Followers
7 airlines (15.6%) were classiﬁed as
Leaders
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RESULTS FOR LCC AIRLINES (AIRLINES WITH A LOW-COST OR
HYBRID MODEL)
- No airline (0%) was classiﬁed as a Laggard
- 8 airlines (57.1%) were classiﬁed as Followers
- 6 airlines (42.9%) were classiﬁed as Leaders

RESULTS FOR FSC AIRLINES (FULL SERVICE AND REGIONAL
AIRLINES)
- 15 airlines (48.4%) were classiﬁed as Laggards
- 15 airlines (48.4%) were classiﬁed as Followers
- 1 airline (3.2%) was classiﬁed as a Leader

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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LAGGARDS
According to our Digital Retailing Framework and survey results, Laggards are the
airlines that scored the lowest (2.1 on average on a scale from 1 to 5 across all ﬁve
digital retailing framework areas).
Based on the provided data, ancillary revenue represents less than 5% of total
revenue on average for this group (compared to the 12% overall average).
With 15 out of 45 airlines classiﬁed as Laggards, it is the second largest group.
Traditional FSC airlines dominate this group, as no LCC carrier was classiﬁed as a
Laggard.

FOLLOWERS
We classiﬁed as Followers the airlines who are in the middle of the pack when it
comes to digital retailing. Their average score was 2.9 across all ﬁve framework
areas (the overall average for all 45 airlines was 2.8).
Based on the provided data, ancillary revenue represents 12% of total revenue on
average for this group (matching the 12% overall average).
23 airlines ﬁt this criteria, so this is the largest among the three groups. There are 15
FSC carriers and 8 LCC airlines in this group.

LEADERS
This is the most advanced group. Ancillary revenue and digital retailing are key
elements of a Leader’s business model and success. The average score for this
group was 3.9 across all ﬁve framework areas.
Based on the provided data, ancillary revenue represents 25% of total revenue on
average for this group (more than double the 12% overall average).
There is 1 traditional FSC carrier in this group; the remaining 6 are all low-cost
carriers. The sole FSC carrier (although way below average in ancillary as a
percentage of total revenue) was classiﬁed in this group based on the answers
provided and its advanced techniques in digital retailing.

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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2019 DIGITAL RETAILING TRENDS
[COMPARED TO 2018 SURVEY]
It’s a logical conclusion that airlines with a
low-cost model, low average fares and
unbundled products which provide the biggest
share of ancillary revenue (bags and seats)
have the highest “percent of total revenue”
ancillary results. They also scored highest in
that area in our survey.
However, the distinction between business
models is getting more diﬃcult to make, as
many airlines are adopting hybrid models to
maximize ancillary and overall revenue. This is
why we see many traditional airlines catching
up on ancillary and digital retailing. The trend
of unbundling basic economy fares to upsell
bags and seats is still on the rise among
traditional airlines, and we’ve seen most adopt
a branded fare model instead of a fare family
model (see Section 1 - Product and Pricing for
more detail).
When it comes to digital retailing, LCC airlines
still have a head-start as a result of their
business and product model, less complex
distribution channels and the technology
landscape.
Because the airlines who participated in the
2018 survey are not exactly the same as those
who participated in the 2019 survey, it is
diﬃcult to compare the two sets of results
accurately, and thus all comparisons should
be considered with this in mind.

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey

COMPARISON OF THE
STRUCTURE OF AIRLINES IN
2018 AND 2019 SURVEY
2018

2019

LCC

34%

31%

FSC

66%

69%

2018

2019

Small

24%

20%

Medium

47%

40%

Large

29%

40%

However, the structure of the participating
airlines from both surveys is similar enough
that we can still try to identify whether there is
a developing trend within airline digital
retailing.
2018

2019

Laggards

45%

33%

Followers

39%

51%

Leaders

16%

16%

One thing that was evident when comparing
results is that there are more airlines making
progress in their digital retailing journey
(moving from Laggard to the Follower phase).
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While the 2019 results for LCC airlines
remained almost the same as in 2018, FSC
airlines made progress with their digital
retailing. You can see the shift for the FSC
airlines in the table below:

2018

2019

Laggards

68%

48.5%

Followers

32%

48.5%

0%

3%

Leaders

Lufthansa Innovation Hub has captured some
interesting snapshots and analyses of airlines’
digital maturity (see charts below), and you
can see that in some areas traditional airlines
are actually at the forefront.
The growing trend of digital roles, especially in
airline ecommerce and retailing, is something
that we deﬁnitely see continuing in the future.

Based on the results and other analyses
performed during our research, we can see
that the majority of these airlines now
understand the importance of digital retailing.
Even traditional airlines with a long history and
“baggage” from the non-digital era are now
investing in UX and digital touchpoints. There
are more data science initiatives as well, and
new digital retailing roles are appearing.

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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YES, ANCILLARY REVENUE IS STILL A TOP
PRIORITY
Those of you who read our Diggintravel 2017
Ancillary Survey or our 2018 Digital
Merchandising whitepaper were probably
already expecting to see this headline…
because it’s the same every year we do this
analysis.

None of the surveyed airlines stated growing
ancillary revenue is not a priority.
If you compare the 2019 survey responses to
the ones from 2018, you’ll see an almost
identical picture: approximately 60% of
respondents saying ancillary revenue is
among their top three priorities, 20-25% of
respondents saying ancillary revenue is very
important, and 16% stating ancillary is very
important but not in their top three priorities.

When it comes to priorities, increasing
ancillary revenue is still at the top of airlines’
priority lists, and it’s not going away anytime
soon. 60% of the 45 surveyed airlines
reported that increasing ancillary revenue was
one of their top three priorities in 2019.

How important is ancillary revenue for your organisation in 2019?
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1

2

Not our priority

3

4

Very important but
not our priority

5
One of our top 3
priorities

How important is ancillary revenue for your organisation? 2018 vs 2019
60%
48%
36%
24%
12%
0%

1

2

Not our priority

2018

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey

3
Very important but
not our priority

4

2019

5
One of our top 3
priorities
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ANCILLARY REVENUE BENCHMARKS REMAIN
SIMILAR IN 2019
According to our survey, 29% of airlines
claimed that their ancillary revenue makes up
5% or less of their total revenue. Furthermore,
62% in total claimed that their ancillary
revenue makes up 10% or less of their total
revenue. Ancillary revenue represents 11% of
total airline revenue on average for all
respondents in our survey.

Although the opportunity is bigger for the lowcost airlines, smart ancillary and digital
retailing strategy can result in signiﬁcant
ancillary revenue shares for others as well.
Out of 31 FSC and regional airlines in our
survey, 25% claimed they generate at least
10% of their total revenue from ancillary. On
average, FSC and regional airlines stated they
generate 7% of total revenue from ancillary.

This shows that for many airlines, there is still
a lot of potential for ancillary revenue
increase.

What is your ancillary revenue share (%) as a % of total revenue
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

1

2

3

4

All Airlines

Laggards

Followers

Leaders

What is your ancillary revenue share (%) as a % of total revenue
22%
18%
15%
11%
7%
4%
0%

1
All Airlines

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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3

LCC

FSC and REGIONAL
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As stated before, the mix of airlines who
participated in our 2018 and 2019 surveys is
not the same. Also, individual airlines track
ancillary revenue differently, so the results are
not 100% accurate. So, you should deﬁnitely
use the results and comparisons with caution.
However, we still see very similar results when
we compare the 2018 and 2019 results, and
you can use these results as a rough estimate
and benchmark for your airline when
comparing to other similar airlines (for
example, by business model or by digital
retailing maturity).

Finally, as I mentioned in the introduction, the
goal of this whitepaper and research was not
to create an accurate benchmark of how
much ancillary revenue airlines generate.
The goal was rather to show you how airlines
do it – and even more speciﬁcally, how good
airlines are at digital retailing in order to
generate it. We used our Airline Digital
Retailing Framework to calculate this, and you
can ﬁnd the results, along with examples and
best practices for each area of the framework,
in the next part of this whitepaper.

What is your ancillary revenue share (%) as a % of total revenue (2018 vs 2019)
30%
24%
18%
12%
6%
0%

All airlines

Laggards

Followers

2018

Leaders

2019

What is your ancillary revenue share (%) as a % of total revenue (2018 vs 2019)
24%
19%
14%
10%
5%
0%

All airlines

LCC

2018
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PRODUCT AND PRICING EVALUATION
To better understand what airlines are doing in
the Product & Pricing arena, we asked the
following questions in our survey:

- Who in your organization is responsible
-

for overall ancillary revenue and
products?
What are your Top 3 air ancillary
products?
What are your Top 3 non-air ancillary
products?
How do you sell non-air ancillary products
(e.g. cars, hotels, transportation)?
Do you do travel packaging (ﬂight + hotel,
holiday packages)?
Do you have any subscription products?
Who is responsible for pricing of ancillary
products?
How integrated (on a scale from 1 to 5) is
ancillary revenue uptake % in your base
fare pricing calculations?
How do you do pricing for ancillary
products (for example bags)?

In addition, we reviewed the following during
the digital audit of the booking platforms:

- Structure of the fare or product bundles

-

(display, differentiation between
products, bundle features, upsell beneﬁts
and triggers)
Were dynamic product and bundles
used? (e.g. branded fares / bundles for
families)
What a la carte ancillary products were
offered during the booking process?
How are third-party ancillary products
integrated into the booking process?
Innovative approaches used for ancillary
products during the booking process

Based on the above criteria, we ranked
Product & Pricing from 1 to 5 for each of the
45 participating airlines in the survey. The
goal was to evaluate maturity for each airline
and identify best practices from the Leaders
for this category.
Note: You can ﬁnd all charts showing the
results for organization (responsibility for
ancillary product strategy, pricing, sales and
promotion) in Section V – Organization and
Integration in this whitepaper.

- Search results page and usage of fare
product bundles (branded fare, fare
family or a subscription model)

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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CORE AIR ANCILLARY PRODUCTS
What are your Top 3 air ancillary products?
90%
75%
60%
45%
30%
15%
0%
Bags

Seats (seat
selection,
extra leg
room...)

Fare bundles
(branded
fares and
upgrades)

Fare fees
(cancelation,
change)

“BAGGAGE” REMAINS THE
CORE ANCILLARY REVENUE
PRODUCT FOR ANCILLARY
REVENUE LEADERS
It is no news that baggage is the key ancillary
revenue generator, especially for LCC airlines.
89% of airlines in our survey reported that
baggage fees are one of their top three
ancillary products. As more and more
traditional airlines are unbundling bags and
seat selection from basic economy fares,
bags and fare bundle upselling is becoming a
signiﬁcant ancillary revenue source for them
as well.
In March 2019, Sift reported that AirAsia
generated $242 million from baggage fees
and $40 million from seat selection in 2018
(see the External View and Stats section for
details). They reported a total of $515 million
in ancillary revenue, which means that
baggage fees represent 47% of total ancillary
revenue for AirAsia – and since seats are at
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Airport
services
(priority
boarding,
lounge, etc.)

Onboard
services (meals,
entertainment,
duty free, Wi-Fi)

Loyalty (sale
of FFP miles)

Other (please
specify)

just under 8%, this means that baggage
represents almost half of all AirAsia’s ancillary
revenue.
IdeaWorks reported similar shares for AirAsia
in their 2018 Yearbook of Ancillary Revenue,
and even higher ones for some other carriers.
The report shows that for HK Express, an
Asian LCC airline, baggage fees represent 67%
of total ancillary revenue, while assigned seat
revenue is at 12%. Diggintravel’s experience
from past consulting projects with LCC
airlines is similar; baggage revenue share is
frequently in the 50% range of total ancillary
revenue, with seat selection in the 10-15%
range.
Baggage allowance fees in combination with
branded fare upsell still represent the biggest
source of ancillary revenue for airlines. In the
External View and Stats section, you can see
how revenue from baggage fees has
increased for US carriers. Also, see the next
section for branded fare upsell data.
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EXTERNAL VIEW AND STATS

BAGGAGE FEES ARE THE CORE ANCILLARY REVENUE PRODUCT

A report from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics shows that in 2018, the total baggage fee
revenue among 11 major U.S. carriers added up to $4.9 billion. The 2010 version of the report
shows that those 11 carriers made less than half that amount in fees – $2.3 billion
Source:https://www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2019/05/10/the-u-s-airlines-cashing-in-themost-on-baggage-fees-infographic

“AirAsia.com aside, AirAsia Group makes a lot of money from traditional airline ancillaries, to the
tune of RM2.1 billion ($515 million) last year, an increase of 7 percent over 2017. Ancillaries such
as baggage fees, seat selection and inﬂight food & beverage were among top earners. Baggage
fees rose 7 percent to RM987 million ($242 million), while seat selection increased 18 percent to
RM164 million ($40 million). And perhaps an indication of how good AirAsia’s airline food is,
passengers spent RM143 million ($35 million) on food and beverage onboard last year, an
increase of 8 percent.”
Source: https://skift.com/2019/03/01/airasia-emerging-as-an-unlikely-online-travel-agencycompetitor/
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FOCUS ON DIGITAL RETAILING, DIGITAL
PRODUCTS AND TRAVEL DIGITAL PLATFORMS
As you can see from the stats above,
traditional ancillary products like bags and
seat selection are still “bread and butter” for
ancillary leaders like AirAsia and Ryanair.
However, the leaders are not only looking at
their core (air ancillary products) when
thinking about how to step up their digital
retailing.
The leaders envision themselves as true
digital travel marketplaces, some even as pure

ecommerce platforms. You can see AirAsia
has been talking about an “all-in-one” travel
platform including lifestyle and entertainment:
You can ﬁnd two other examples of similar
strategies later on in this whitepaper.
European LCC Eurowings (a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Lufthansa Group) is talking
about their strategy of becoming a “travel
companion” for their customers and servicing
customers in an OTA (online travel agency)
kind of way. In the second example, you can
see how Volaris (a Mexican LCC) wants to
become the Spotify of the Air.
The shift from selling ﬂights and ﬂight-related
ancillary products to offering your customers
a full range of travel-related services is
deﬁnitely intriguing. While some airlines are
clearly talking about becoming OTAs, most
still struggle with cross-selling third-party
ancillary products.
This is why the focus of the Product section of
this whitepaper is on non-air ancillaries and
examples of innovative digital products and
digital retailing. In addition, you can ﬁnd other
case studies and examples from OTAs like
Expedia and Hopper.
You know what they say: “If you want to be the
best, you must ﬁrst learn from the best.”

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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FARE BUNDLING: BRANDED FARES VS. FARE
FAMILIES
Fare product bundles (2018 vs 2019)
60%
48%
36%
24%
12%
0%

2018
Fare Families

Branded Fares

As you saw in the previous section, fare
bundles are the third most important ancillary
product for airlines. Fare bundles work hand in
hand with other core air ancillaries (baggage,
seat selection, fare ﬂexibility), as these a la
carte products are bundled together with the
goal of upselling more than one ancillary
product.
Our survey shows that all 14 LCCs that
participated in our survey use some version of
the branded fares model.
As you can see from the chart, more and more
traditional airlines are adopting the branded
fare model as well. 45% of them are using a
branded fare model (compared to 24% in the
2018 survey). However, 55% of traditional
airlines still use the fare family model where
fare rules (and not ancillary product features)
are the main differentiator between different
options.

2019
Other (no bundling, one fare and add packages)

the branded fare model in the 2018 Digital
Merchandising whitepaper, so here I’ll instead
focus on the potential for upselling from fare
bundles. North America is the region where
the branded fare model with unbundled basic
economy fare is most widespread. Delta was
one of the ﬁrst to introduce these fares to
compete with low-cost carriers like Spirit.
They would use the basic economy prices as
a marketing tactic to stay competitive with
low-cost carriers, but then give customers an
incentive to spend more than the lowest price
to get the full product.
As demonstrated in the External View and
Stats section, upselling from basic fare has
been a huge source of revenue for North
America-based carriers. While the share of
basic, mostly unbundled fare packages is
much higher for the low-cost carriers (usually
over 80% for LCCs), it still represents a
signiﬁcant upselling opportunity for LCC
airlines as well.

I wrote extensively about bundling and the
difference between the fare family model and
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EXTERNAL VIEW AND STATS

AIRLINES MAKE MILLIONS UPSELLING FROM BASIC FARE

“Basic economy has been a huge revenue boost for airlines. A Senate report showed Delta
added $20 million in incremental revenues from passengers buying up to avoid basic economy
in 2016 while United experienced a $200 million jump in 2017.
In 2018, Delta and American reported a 50% and 63% upsell-from-basic-economy rates,
respectively, driving billions in incremental revenue. Delta even allows a carry-on bag for the
overhead bin. American Airlines ultimately matched and thought its upsell rate would decline
but now reports its rate is 60%, according to Jay Sorenson, president of IdeaWorks who just
completed research for its 2019 Airlines Ancillary Revenue Yearbook done in partnership with
CarTrawler. United, he reported, said 60%-70% of passengers buy up to standard economy.
Similarly, WestJet reported that buy-up rates are growing from 6% in the ﬁrst quarter of 2017 to
36% in the fourth quarter of 2018 on its domestic Canada and US transborder markets.”

Source: https://
www.ﬂyertalk.com/articles/
a-better-way-to-resell-basiceconomy-fares.html
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EXAMPLE

FARE BUNDLES

Airlines use branded fares as a
segmentation tool and design “bundles”
in a way that facilitates effective
upselling for speciﬁc customer
segments (for example, families or
business travelers). Here are two
examples of how two LCC airlines target
business travelers on short-haul routes
where there is no business class.
Aer Lingus (a hybrid between a
traditional legacy airline and a low-cost
carrier) has developed AerSpace, a
premium short-haul bundle for business
travelers. Among other features, it offers
the middle seat free, automatic standby
for earlier ﬂights and private overhead
storage.

Jetstar Airways, an Australian LCC, has
an interesting approach: their Flex
bundle package, although designed for
business travelers, is the second
cheapest bundle.

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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NON-AIR AND THIRD-PARTY ANCILLARY
What are your Top 3 non-air ancillary products?
90%
75%
60%
45%
30%
15%
0%
Insurance

Rent-a-car

Hotels

Transportation
(Airport
transfers, taxis,
parking)

Tours and
Activities

Advertising

Other 3rd
party
products

How do you sell non-air ancillary products (ex. cars, hotels, transportation)?
80%
67%
53%
40%
27%
13%
0%

Integrated in the
booking path and postbooking platforms (API)

White-label 3rd party
solutions

Referral and aﬃliate
links

Other

Do you do travel packaging (ﬂight + hotel, holiday packages)?
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Yes
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No
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CAN AIRLINES BE MORE LIKE
OTA(S)?
The history of airline CEOs saying that their
airlines will move beyond airline ticket sales to
become travel retailers is well-documented.
Michael O’Leary saying Ryanair would become
the Amazon of travel is an overused example
at this point. We’ve also discussed the case of
AirAsia talking about becoming an “all-in-one”
travel platform in prior sections.
Adding other travel products (hotels,
transportation, or activities) into your airline
portfolio is nothing new.
60% of the 45 surveyed airlines said they do
some sort of ﬂight + hotel or vacation
packages.
Airlines have been cross-selling these services
for a long time. However, becoming a true
travel marketplace and a true digital travel
agent is a different story. Fewer than 50% of
the airlines in our survey said they use a fully
integrated API solution to upsell third-party
ancillaries, which means most still rely on
third-party redirects and white-label solutions.
The current reality is that simply cross-selling
hotels and vacation packages won’t make

your airline an OTA. In the ancillary revenue
results published by IdeaWorks, the share of
hotels and vacation packages is still
insigniﬁcant for most airlines. For example, for
HK Express (an Asian LCC airline and one of the
leaders in ancillary revenue), hotels and vacation
packages represent just 1% of total ancillary
revenue. JetBlue’s share is much higher at 6%
(one of the highest for vacation packages), but
one could argue this is still a low number.
If you look at the website traﬃc for various
airlines’ hotel and vacation packaging crossselling websites, you’ll see a similar story.
So, does cross-selling hotel and vacation
packages actually make your airline an OTA?
I would say no, and most airline ancillary
revenue results and website stats would conﬁrm
this.
But how can you make it work? Is there a bigger
potential for airlines to increase ancillary
revenue?

Check out the Expert Take section for some
answers.

Source: www.diggintravel.com
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ASK THE EXPERT:
TIPS FOR AIRLINES CROSS-SELLING HOTELS
FROM EXPEDIA
Liu He, Senior Digital Optimization
Consultant at Expedia Partner
Solutions

Based on those small numbers when it
comes to airlines cross-selling hotel and
vacation packaging, what are we (airlines)
doing wrong?
“What we’re seeing is it is almost a separate
product – and I know we’re calling it ancillary,
but realistically, I think when airlines started
looking into the future, the main thing is that
they’re all turning almost into OTAs with
ﬂights and planes. And that’s the key thing.
They need to start integrating the ancillary into
the overall brand.”

How is this seen in practice when it comes
to airlines packaging ﬂights and hotels?
“I think one of the interesting things I see quite
often in this space, at least in the dynamic
packaging space, is a lot of airlines actually
going out and saying: ‘Here is a hotel, go pick
a hotel. And here, we’re going to give you a set
of standard ﬂights. We’ll just pick them for
you.’
I think this is an interesting gap because what
we ﬁnd is that actually drops conversion quite
a bit. Because when you are picking that ﬂight,
it could be at 1 o’clock in the morning, for
example, and with no clear way of changing
that, [it’s] not a great experience.”

2019 Airline Conversion Optimization Survey

But how should airlines ﬁx that? How can
you actually create a good vacation
package or ﬂight + hotel package for your
airline?
“Airlines need to start to market and actually
invest in this area. So, it’s no longer just about
selling ﬂights and throwing in hotels, cars,
activities… What it’s about is actually focusing
on that entire travel experience. And I think
that is the absolute key piece because some
of the most successful partners I have worked
with, they’re the ones who really focus on this.
They actually don’t just say ‘we’re selling
hotels, by the way.’ They’re actually there,
investing marketing dollars, not just putting a
little bit of spending on development. What
they’re actually doing is paid search (for
example, Google AdWords). In some cases
they put TV and radio ads out – talking about
the fact that they offer not only ﬂights but also
hotels.
One very important thing is, we’re talking a lot
about loyalty. In a lot of these airlines, they
have a loyalty product, and it’s really for loyalty
‘earn’ and loyalty ‘burn’ as well. The best
airlines are actually integrating that with
hotels, for example, or cars, or activities. All of
this is what ties it all together.
When I’m talking about loyalty, it’s not really
just about giving away points or coupons; it’s
actually about how you use these kinds of
tools to show value in your brand for that
customer. It’s really about how you frame it.”
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EXAMPLE

JETBLUE VACATION PACKAGES

People won’t buy a ﬂight + hotel package from you just because you bundled one together. Merely
putting together a Flight + Hotel tab (or a vacation website) and showing customers a third-party
hotel offer is not enough.
You need to show them the clear value and beneﬁt of it – and this is where most airlines fail.
JetBlue, at 6% of total ancillary revenue, is one of the few airlines making the most out of hotel
cross-selling. If you look at their website, you’ll see this certainly isn’t a coincidence.
If you try to book a ﬂight to Cancun, they will offer you a vacation bundle cross-sell. Then, during
the booking of a ﬂight + hotel bundle, JetBlue does a good job of building a clear value
proposition.

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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SUBSCRIPTION PRODUCTS
Do you have any subscription products?
80%
67%
53%
40%
27%
13%
0%

Yes

No

Subscription products are still something
most airlines don’t do at the moment. Only
20% of the airlines in our survey claimed they
have such products. You could say that loyalty
programs are obviously a type of subscription,
but we were asking speciﬁcally about digital
subscription products that customers
purchase as an ancillary product.
Airlines who have such subscription products
mostly offer access to special fares,
discounts for ancillary services and other
beneﬁts.
Club Jetstar (from Australian low-cost carrier
Jetstar) is one such example. They offer
access to special fares and 20% off seat
selection and baggage fees for $49 AUD per
year.
Their Club Jetstar products are well-integrated
into the main booking funnel, showing you the
direct value and savings during your booking.

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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EXAMPLE

VOLARIS TRYING THE SPOTIFY MODEL AND OFFERING
MOBILITY AS A SUBSCRIPTION
Volaris (an LCC airline from Mexico) has
developed a true subscription product where
you can pre-purchase ﬂights and ancillary
services. With their v.pass subscription
service, they want to compete with bus
companies. They’re targeting families who are
visiting friends and relatives, commuters, small
business employees and even corporates.
Their vision is to become the Spotify of travel
and offer mobility as a subscription service. It’s
clear that this model has many appealing
points.
First, by getting people to subscribe, you
reduce or eliminate the customer acquisition
cost (CAC).
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Second, as with all subscription services,
there is a breakage, meaning people don’t use
all the services they’ve subscribed to. Third,
this model works well with the Volaris
ancillary revenue strategy. Above all, Volaris
can then upsell and cross-sell other ancillary
products to all their subscribers.
Based on Volaris data, a Mexican person
takes 0.4 ﬂights per year on average
compared to Volaris customers, who take 2.2
ﬂights per year. Now, compare this to Volaris
frequent ﬂyers. An average
Volaris v.club member is ﬂying 3.0 times a
year, and v.pass subscription customers take
6-8 ﬂights a year.
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PRICING
Who is responsible for pricing of ancillary products?
40%
33%
27%
20%
13%
7%
0%
Ancillary
revenue
department

Revenue
managemen
t department

Depends on
ancillary
product /
service

Marketing
department

Ecommerce
department

Merchandising
department

Other

How integrated (on a scale from 1 to 5) is ancillary revenue uptake % in your base fare
pricing calculations?
40%
33%
27%
20%
13%
7%
0%
1 - Ancillary Products Revenue
And % Uptake Is Not Included In
Our Pricing Calculations

2

3 - We Track Ancillary Revenue
Separately And Adjust Fare
Prices On Ad-Hoc Basis

4

5 - We Price Base Fare Based On
Branded Fare Upsell % And AlaCart Ancillary Product % Uptakes

How do you do pricing for ancillary products (for example bags)?
50%
42%
33%
25%
17%
8%
0%
1 - We Have Static Pricing
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2

3 - We Do Segemented Pricing
(Per Point Of Sales, Route, Etc.)

4

5 - We Do Dynamic Pricing (For
Example We Price Bags Per Route,
Load Factor, Passenger Segment...)
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PRICING OF ANCILLARY
PRODUCTS
Airline pricing and revenue management
have historically been complex and dynamic.
Even now, most people don’t know how
airline pricing works or when and at what
price to buy a certain ﬂight ticket.
Consequently, companies like Hopper and
Google (with Google Flight) have built
artiﬁcial intelligence algorithms on a huge
amount of data to predict ﬂight ticket prices.
On the other hand, the pricing of airline
ancillary products is still pretty simple.
You can see in our survey data that almost
25% of the surveyed airlines apply simple
static pricing to ancillary products, while
41% do segmented pricing. Only 7% stated
that they do dynamic pricing for ancillary
products.

Most bag fees are still static for airlines (for
example, X amount for a checked bag for all
ﬂights), and although seats are priced
differently on an aircraft, the pricing is the
same for all ﬂights (for the same aircraft type)
for most airlines.
Part of the reason for this could be the
complexity; you can see that only 11% of
airlines track ancillary revenue uptakes and
adjust pricing on a real-time, ongoing basis.
For most, 38% of the pricing of ancillary
revenue is still done separately, on an ad-hoc
basis.
Is dynamic pricing of ancillary products the
next step airlines must take? Are there any
downsides to applying dynamic pricing to
ancillary?
Check out the next Expert Take section for
some answers.

Ryanair - example of
experimenting with dynamic
bag pricing and bag bundles
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ASK THE EXPERT:
ANCILLARY PRICING CHALLENGE
Tom Bacon, Airline pricing and
revenue management consultant

Branded fares are not currently inventory
controlled separately, so revenue
management decides the relative value.”

How do you see the ancillary pricing
challenge for airlines?

Why don’t more airlines do dynamic pricing
for ancillaries?

“Ancillary is a true win-win for airlines and
travelers, where ‘pay for what you want’ has
kept fares low and driven more revenue for
airlines. It is the result of both unbundling and
real consideration of new features of value to
customers. It is also an opportunity for
differentiation (Southwest's ‘no change fees’)
or creativity in pricing across carriers.”

“Communication of ancillary is already a
challenge – some travelers are surprised by
some of the new fees. A ﬁxed price structure
helps with communication of what still is
sometimes a surprise. But this is changing
daily; over time, travelers will become
accustomed to more variance in ancillary
fees. Much of the same science that is the
foundation for airline revenue management
could apply to ancillary fees. Fixed, simple
pricing has helped airlines introduce the new
fees, but now that many fees are mature,
airlines need to apply pricing science more
broadly.”

How do you see it being integrated in
overall revenue management?
“Revenue management is often quite
complicated – it's a big job to stay on top of
demand forecasts and inventory allocations
going forward 360 days. And there is
considerable science attached. Ancillary
doesn't ﬁt as a simple add-on when it includes
various bag fees, a range of seat fees,
insurance, priority boarding, etc. It just
becomes too hard to try to apply all the same
science on a fully integrated ‘total revenue’
basis. Branded fares follow from a ‘gut feel’
value of re-bundling rather than similar
science. Nevertheless, branded fares are the
easiest application of science to total revenue
– what features at what price for what
customers.
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What opportunities do you see for airlines?
“Personalization – merchandising the right
ancillary product to the individual traveler at
the right time (in context!).
Merchandising – communicating different
ancillary in different ways to different
customer segments.
Dynamic pricing – applying much of the
science of revenue management to ancillary
fees.”
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DIGITAL RETAILING TECHNIQUES EVALUATION
To understand which digital retailing
techniques airlines are using to increase
ancillary revenue, we asked the following
questions in our survey:

- Who is responsible for the promotional and
-

sales activities of ancillary products?
Do you have any specialized digital retailing
or merchandising roles?
How integrated (on a scale from 1 to 5) are
your departments in your ancillary products
upselling and cross-selling activities?
At which stages do you promote your
ancillary products?
Do you track at-purchase vs. post-booking
ancillary revenue split?
What kind of digital methods do you use
for upselling and cross-selling activities?
What kind of digital optimization (UX)
activities do you do for your ancillary
products?
What skills do you see as the key for
successful ancillary upselling and crossselling?
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In addition, we reviewed the following factors
during the digital audit of the booking
platforms:

- Search results page and usage of fare
-

-

-

product bundles (branded fare, fare family
or a subscription model)
Structure of the fare or product bundles
(display, differentiation between products,
bundle features, upsell beneﬁts and
triggers)
Were dynamic products and bundles used?
(e.g. branded fares / bundles for families)
What a la carte ancillary products were
offered during the booking process? What
kind of upsell triggers were used for a la
carte products?
Use of key conversion optimization
elements such as clarity, value proposition,
relevance, and urgency

Based on the above, we ranked Digital
Retailing Techniques from 1 to 5 for each of
the 45 participating airlines. The goal was to
evaluate maturity for the airlines and identify
best practices from the Leaders for this
category.
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DIGITAL RETAILING REQUIRES A (NEW) DIGITAL
MINDSET
Who is responsible for promotional and sales activities of ancillary products?
40%
33%
27%
20%
13%
7%
0%
Marketing
department

Ancillary revenue
department

Depends on ancillary
product / service

When it comes to digital retailing, having a
great business model and great product
strategy is not enough. Do you remember the
case of the LCC airline from the Introduction?
They measured quite well in the ancillary
revenue benchmarks – their share of ancillary
revenue was over 20% of their total revenue.
However, my benchmark and evaluation of
their digital retailing ranked them low. They
were missing a lot of opportunities because
their execution (i.e., their digital retailing
techniques) was not good.
Appropriate organization (more on that in
Section 5), the right digital skills and
appropriate use of digital marketing
technology are all crucial for good execution.
This is not a speciﬁc challenge of the airline
industry; all industries (retail included) are
facing it.
Devin Wenig, the president of eBay
Marketplaces, addressed this when
discussing “How digital is transforming
retail”:
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Ecommerce
department

Merchandising
department

“Building engaging experiences across
channels is incredibly important. Many retailers
have spent their entire lives thinking about how
to build an engaging experience in one channel,
which is the store. But now, understanding how
to connect with your core customers across
every way they want to connect—not the way
you want them to connect, but the way they
want to connect with you—is a different skill. It
requires design and product management. It
requires understanding how to market in a
digital world . . . understanding how to engage
in a world of exploding social networks, how to
use search, how to use catalog, how to
optimize, and how to engage—very different
skills. I think that is going to become a core part
of the playbook for retailers and merchants of
all sizes around the world.”
For airlines, one of the channels Devin is
talking about is the airplane. Airlines still invest
enormous amounts of money into providing
the best in-ﬂight experience, and rightfully so.
However, your customer experience starts way
before your passengers board the airplane, and
nearly all touchpoints before and after the
ﬂight are becoming almost exclusively digital.
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NEW DIGITAL RETAILING SKILLS AND ROLES ARE
ON THE RISE
Do you have any specialized digital retailing or merchandising roles?
70%
58%
47%
35%
23%
12%
0%
Yes

No

What skills do you see as the key for successful digital retailing? Please select Top 3.
80%
67%
53%
40%
27%
13%
0%
Customer centricity Data driven
Ecommerce and Merchandising
& personalization
and analytics digital marketing and retailing

The good news is that it seems like more and
more airlines understand that new skills and
roles are required for effective digital retailing.
61% of airlines in our survey said they have
specialized digital retailing roles. You need to
regard this number with a bit of caution,
however, as some airlines stated general
digital marketing and ecommerce roles as
examples of such roles.
Nevertheless, many of the other roles our
survey participants listed, such as
Merchandising Manager in the Ancillary
Department, Ancillary Personalization Team
Leader, Ancillary Digital Product Manager,
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Collaboration
and agility

Product
innovation

Other

Optimization and Personalization Specialist,
and Marketing Automation and Machine
Learning Specialist, show that airlines are
indeed introducing new roles for real digital
retailing.
Lately, you may have noticed an inﬂux of
airlines publishing job ads for specialized
digital retailing roles on LinkedIn and their
corporate websites.
You can ﬁnd some examples of such existing
roles and job descriptions from LinkedIn in the
Examples section.
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EXAMPLE

SPECIALIZED AIRLINE DIGITAL RETAILING ROLES
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CONVERSION OPTIMIZATION (CRO) = CUSTOMER
CENTRICITY = CORE OF DIGITAL RETAILING
What kind of digital optimization (UX) activities do you do for your ancillary products?
50%
42%
33%
25%
17%
8%
0%
1 - We don't do any UX
optimization and testing

2

3 - We do web, email and other
analytics and occasional A/B tests

If you look at the examples of job
descriptions from the previous Examples
section, you can see a lot of the terms related
to conversion rate optimization (CRO):
optimize conversion rates, A/B testing, UX,
personalization, etc.
Some airlines already understand that a
systematic conversion optimization process
is the core of digital retailing.
However, if you look at our survey results, you
can see that only 13% of the surveyed
airlines claim to have a systematic CRO
process when it comes to their ancillary
upselling and cross-selling activities. Most
(49%) say they mainly do web and email
analytics and occasional A/B tests.
It’s not surprising that the airline pros who
manage ancillary and digital retailing are not
“all-in” on conversion optimization yet,
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4

5 - We do on-going conversion rate
optimization activities (analytics, user
research, A/B testing)

because their colleagues who manage core
ecommerce businesses (airline .com websites)
are not there yet either. Diggintravel conducts
the largest airline conversion rate
optimization survey and research in the
industry, and from the summarized results on
the bottom of the next page, you can see that
most airlines are still at the beginning or in the
middle of the road when it comes to CRO.
If you follow our content, you know Diggintravel
is one of the biggest proponents of conversion
optimization in the airline industry.
However, CRO is not simply a set of digital
tricks and hacks or occasional A/B tests, as it
is still often (mis)understood to be. It is a
systematic process that consists of advanced
digital analytics, user and UX research, and
ongoing experimenting and optimization
programs.
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CRO requires all the skills that the airlines
from our survey think are crucial for
successful digital retailing: customer
centricity, being data-driven, and mastering
analytics, ecommerce and digital marketing.
In a nutshell, if you perform CRO on a
consistent and ongoing basis, you will
understand your customers and their key pain
points.
Once you understand them, you can really
build digital solutions to reduce key friction
points on their digital journey.
In the next “Ask the Expert” section, you’ll
discover what retail expert Richard Hammond
had to say about his Friction vs. Reward
model and metric, which is in a way very
similar to the concept of CRO.

The State of Airline CRO - Results of Diggintravel 2019 Airline Conversion Optimization Survey
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Digital survey name
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ASK THE EXPERT:
UNDERSTANDING YOUR FRICTION POINTS
Richard Hammond, retail expert
and author of best-selling books
Friction/Reward and Smart Retail

How did you come up with the Friction/
Reward model?
“I was incredibly desperate to see if we could
ﬁnd a metric that could be used to describe
likely customer behaviors. If I know the
customers are now in charge and if I know
that customers have unlimited choice, do I
have a tool that allows me to predict that a
customer in this situation, with this set of
emotional needs, is going to buy from me or
from them or from somebody else?”

Was Richard trying to invent a new metric?
“We have things like Net Promoter Score
(NPS), customer efforts score, customer
satisfaction, persona segmentation, attitudinal
mapping, and to a certain extent customer
journey mapping, all of which tell part of the
story. They might tell us whether or not
somebody’s happy with us as a business.
They won’t tell us whether that happiness
turns into X or Y. We might be able to identify
where the pain points are in our customer
journeys and where our friction points are.
That’s very important, but we don’t know the
value of those friction points until we know
the value of the reward the customers gained
from shopping with us in a particular way.
What I was looking for was a metric that could
describe this situation
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that a retailer or an airline could use to
accurately understand, given this set of
circumstances, is the customer going this way
or that way? Are they going to open my app or
somebody else’s app? Are they going to look
at my site ﬁrst or somebody else’s site ﬁrst?”

What Richard explained next was very
similar to a concept we use when we do
conversion optimization projects with
airlines.
“We as customers have two things that are
ﬂoating around in our brains when we’re
looking at a given way of solving a particular
retail problem. On the one side, how much
effort do I need to put in? And on the other
side, what do I get for putting that effort in?
Now, we call the effort friction. What frictions
do I have to push through to buy my ticket and
my package from X versus what do I get back
from doing so? What are the rewards? And
rewards aren’t just reward points. Is this an
airline that matches my social proﬁle? Does
this brand deliver on the trust that I put into it?
Do they help me to have better experiences
when I travel? There’s about thirty of those
variables on each side. The sum of friction
versus reward – basically it’s a metric that you
can use as a vendor to predict whether a
customer’s going to buy from you or buy from
your rival in a given customer mission with a
given set of needs stats. It’s incredibly,
insanely powerful, and retailers and vendors
and airlines can use it to truly understand
where to make investments in the customer
experience, where the gold is.”
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EXAMPLE

JETSTAR SHOWING “REWARD” AND REDUCING FRICTION

Australian low-cost carrier Jetstar does a very good job of showing the “reward” with their
Jetstar Club product – and not only do they show the reward, the friction is also reduced:
calculating the beneﬁts is simple as they immediately show you the savings on your current
ﬂight selection, so you get the beneﬁts (reward) right away.

2019 Airline Digital Retailing Survey
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LEVERAGING DATA, MARKETING TECHNOLOGY
AND THE POST-BOOKING PERIOD

Do you track at-purchase vs post-booking ancillary revenue split
70%

58%
47%

35%

23%
12%

0%

2018

2019
Yes

No

What is your approx. share (%) of at purchase vs post booking ancillary revenue?
30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
100% AT 90% - 10% 80%-20%
PURCHASE
- 0% POST
BOOKING
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70%-30%

60%-40%

50% AT 40%-60%
PURCHASE 50% POST
BOOKING

30%-60%

20%-80%

10%-90% 0% AT
PURCHASE 100% POST
BOOKING
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At which stages do you promote your ancillary products?
100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

At purchase

Bags

Seats

Conﬁrmation
Fare bundles

Pre-ﬂight

At airport

Airport services

In ﬂight

Onboard services

Post ﬂight
Travel Cross-sell

What kind of digital methods do you use for upsell and cross-sell activities?
100%

83%

67%

50%

33%

17%

0%
Email

Digital survey name

Social media
and digital
advertising

Onsite
dynamic
messaging

Own airline app
push & web
push
notiﬁcations

Marketing
automation
platforms

SMS

Messaging Apps
& chat bots

Other
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I deliberately grouped these four charts from
our survey together because as a whole, they
show key elements of successful airline
digital retailing and the importance of the
post-booking period:

• Measuring and advanced analytics – if
•

•

you don’t measure, you can’t manage
Understanding purchase (booking) is
just one of the touchpoints on your
customer journey – you need to
understand other touchpoints and what
customers need at a given point. You
know the 3 R’s cliché – right message /
right product / right time.
Leveraging data and marketing
technology (martec) – you need to have
a ﬂexible martec stack that will empower
your digital retailing experts

POST-BOOKING IS (STILL) A
REAL OPPORTUNITY

However, you need to understand this number
in a bigger, business model context. A lot of
traditional FSC airlines don’t have a fully
unbundled model, so they generate more of
the ancillary income in the post-booking period
as they don’t sell baggage or seats at
purchase. The share of ancillary revenue
generated in the post-booking period was 54%
for FSC airlines in our survey. On the other
hand, LCC airlines have a fully unbundled
model and they sell most of their ancillary
products at-purchase. This is why their share
of ancillary revenue generated in this period is
lower, at 32% for the LCC airlines in our survey.
As you can see, lower share doesn’t mean
LCCs are worse at generating ancillary revenue
in the post-booking period. The Leaders (7
airlines, 6 of them LCCs), generate 39% of
their ancillary in the post-booking period, and
I would say this is a good benchmark for
especially LCC airlines to measure against.

The post-booking period is still an untapped
opportunity for many airlines, and it all starts
with measuring and analytics. Almost half
(44%) of the surveyed airlines stated they
don’t measure at-purchase vs. post-booking
ancillary revenue split. It’s very diﬃcult to
take most of the post-booking opportunities if
you don’t measure them.
If you look at the survey results of how “atpurchase” vs. “post-booking” ancillary
revenue is split, you can see that the majority
of surveyed airlines have a 60-40 or 50-50
split.
The exact average of post-booking share of
total ancillary revenue for all airlines is 45%.
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MOVING BEYOND WEBSITE
AND EMAIL TO FLEXIBLE,
OMNICHANNEL MARTEC
PLATFORMS
As clearly shown by our survey stats, most
airline marketers still rely on email for
upselling and cross-selling. 91% of the
surveyed airlines use email for promotion,
followed by digital advertising (social media
ads, remarketing, other digital ads) at 71%
and website dynamic messaging (custom
banners, pop-ups, dynamic content and
messaging) at 60%.
Unfortunately, being present on your website
and via email is not enough anymore for a
good customer experience and successful
digital retailing. The digital landscape is
changing as your customers are using new
channels.

we don’t even know what ecommerce means.
They’ve just come together, the on- and the
oﬄine. Now, every merchant, every retailer must
have an omnichannel strategy or they won’t
survive. That’s very different than even just 24
months ago.”
Based on our survey results, you can see airlines
are still struggling to fully tackle this
omnichannel challenge. Only 38% are using web
and app push notiﬁcations, and less than a third
(33%) are using marketing automation
platforms to systematically map all touchpoints
and create end-to-end ﬂows. Also, although
there seems to be a lot of news about airlines
being present on different messaging platforms
(e.g. Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, or
WeChat), only 11% of the airlines in our survey
stated they use them for digital retailing and
promotion.

Devin Wenig, the president of eBay
Marketplaces, talked about the omnieverything challenge in his interview about
“How digital is transforming retail”:

It’s easy to say airlines need to have an
“omnichannel” strategy and be present
everywhere their customers are. In reality, you
can probably agree that this is very hard to do.
Airlines have complex, often legacy technology
platforms that limit their agility.

“I just think we’ve hit an inﬂection point where
technology is now so pervasive and so useful
that we’re past the tipping point and the world
of ecommerce and commerce are now just
seamlessly merged, and everything is
omnichannel. It’s not about the phone or the
desktop or the store – it’s about all of those. I
think the last two years in particular have been
extraordinary in the sense that technology has
deconstructed the retail industry.

In fact, IT challenges and the limitations of their
digital platforms remain the key pain point
stated by the digital retailing pros in our survey.
(You can read more about this challenge and
how to tackle it in the IT and Innovation section
of this whitepaper.) Flexible marketing
platforms along with data to create better and
more relevant offers (more on that in the
Customer Centricity section) should empower
your marketers, not limit them.

I think ecommerce for many years was an
interesting trend, but it was on the side,
largely, of what was happening in retail. Today
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EXAMPLE

HOPPER, AN INNOVATIVE, DATA-DRIVEN OTA, USING THE
SIMPLE POWER OF SMS TO TEST AND LEARN (AND SELL MORE
ANCILLARY PRODUCTS)

Remember when we said if we want to grow
our digital retailing skills, we need to learn
from the best? Hopper is an innovative OTA
that, among other things, helps Lufthansa
with artiﬁcial intelligence and is certainly a
good case to learn from.
Here is an example of innovative usage of
the mobile channel to build engagement via
conversations and leveraging the postbooking period to learn about customers and
grow ancillary revenue.
Hopper’s users receive notiﬁcations when
prices drop or increase for the ﬂights and
hotels they’re watching and can take action
based on the app’s recommendations.
Hopper wanted to build on this by keeping
users actively engaged and having relevant
conversations. Based on the interactions that
the user has with Hopper during the shopping
experience, Hopper can shape the
conversation around what the user cares
about most.
Sometimes it can be as simple as using the
power of plain old SMS to experiment and
understand your users. Through their Medium
account (Article: “Powering Value and
Product Through Conversation”), they explain
how they used the SMS channel for
experimenting.

leverage your existing data, and rely on the trust
you’ve already established with your customers
surrounding your brand.
Below is an example of such communication:

The Hopper data science team was essential for
determining who they messaged as well as how
they adapted their messaging to the user.
Depending on the use case, they factored in
several trip-speciﬁc variables for their
experiments.
They were trying to ﬁgure out how open-ended
questions (customized SMS messages)
performed compared to a direct upsell.
The results, according to Hopper:
In a sample size of over a thousand users,
conversational openers improved conversion
by 40% and increased response rates by 200%
when compared to its upselling counterpart
with the exact same value proposition. It was
clear that over SMS, their users not only
preferred and reacted more positively to a
natural tone, but they were also more likely to
convert overall.

First, they didn’t just spam users with SMS
and other messages. According to Hopper,
the key is to be as personal as possible,
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EXAMPLE

ANOTHER ANCILLARY UPSELL CASE YOUR AIRLINE CAN LEARN
FROM FROM HOPPER

In the Medium article, you can read about
another case that is even more interesting when
it comes to airline ancillary revenue – ﬂight
upgrades.
They used the same logic regarding
conversational openers, stripped down the
conversation ﬂows experienced over SMS and
adapted them into an automated, choice-based,
user-driven interaction. Here is an example of a
message they used to start the conversation:

Imagine that, just a simple and relevant question
to get the conversation started!
For the people who responded “No, tell me
more,” they showed a follow-up message that
clariﬁed the restrictions of each user’s individual
ticket and offered them the ability to upgrade
with a single tap.
Guess what?
After going through that ﬂow, 15% of users were
upgrading by $50 per passenger on average.
NOTE: You can read more about how Hopper is
using artiﬁcial intelligence to create relevant
offers and their tips for personalization in the
Customer Centricity section of this whitepaper.
clear that over SMS, their users not only preferred
and reacted more positively to a natural tone, but
they were also more likely to convert overall.
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INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION
To better understand what airlines are doing in
the Innovation & Technology area, we asked
the following questions in our survey:

Basically, we tried to understand whether IT
platforms and technology help or limit airlines’
digital retailing.

- How ﬂexible are your booking and post-

For the second year in a row, IT platforms and
their limitations were the main theme when
we asked survey participants about their
biggest pain points in their digital retailing
processes. This is why we’ve included an
analysis of this question in this section.

-

booking platforms?
How mobile-ready are your systems for
ancillary upselling and cross-selling?
Do you use any of the advanced (e.g.
artiﬁcial intelligence) methods for your
ancillary offers?
What is your current biggest pain point or
challenge in your ancillary revenue
processes?
In which area will you invest the most
(increase) in this and next year? Please
select Top 3.
Do you use a personalization engine like
Adobe Target, Insider, IBM, Boxever?
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Based on the above criteria, we ranked
Innovation & Technology from 1 to 5 for each
of the 45 participating airlines in the survey.
The goal was to evaluate maturity for each
airline and identify best practices from the
Leaders for this category.
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ARE IT AND DIGITAL PLATFORMS ENABLING OR
ACTUALLY HOLDING YOUR DIGITAL RETAILING
BACK?
How ﬂexible are your booking and post-booking platforms?
60%

2018

2019

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
1 - NOT FLEXIBLE: diﬃcult to
change and add new ancillary
products and processes

2

3 - FLEXIBLE: but it takes time and
effort to change and add new
ancillary products and processes

4

5 - VERY FLEXIBLE: we can
intoduce new ancillary products
and processes quickly without
much effort

In each of our surveys, we always ask
ecommerce and digital retailing professionals
how ﬂexible their booking platforms are. It
doesn’t matter if we ask ecommerce and
conversion optimization pros or ancillary and
digital retailing pros; the results are always
very similar.
The vast majority (84% in this survey) say that
their digital platforms are either not ﬂexible or
that it takes time and effort to implement new
products and processes. Only 16% of digital
retailing pros said that their platforms are
ﬂexible. If you compare this to the previous
year’s results, you see some minor progress,
but no real signiﬁcant change.
When we asked our survey participants,
“What is your current biggest pain point or
challenge in your ancillary revenue
processes?”, IT terms were again the main
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theme (see the word cloud analysis from our
survey above).
Systems, platforms, tools, and integration are
what most ancillary revenue professionals
mention when they think of their pain points.
Here are some exact quotes from our survey
participants:
“Legacy systems and processes, lack of
dedicated resources.”
“Limited ﬂexibility of current platform, missing
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“We don't have systems integrated for
dynamic pricing capabilities and
personalization, most of our products are one
size ﬁts all.”
“Segmentation of user data takes a long time
to complete for retailing use cases.”
“Implementation process is too long.”
So, are IT and digital platforms enabling your
digital retailing or holding it back? Based on
our survey responses, we can deﬁnitely
conclude that (for most) it’s the latter.

ancillary upselling and cross-selling; and
personalize in-booking ﬂow messages based
on user/segment data.
Scott Brinker from Chiefmartec.com wrote
about the process of the “democratization of
technology.” He’s talking about how
marketing technology is moving from the old
days, which required high IT involvement and
coding skills to execute marketing
campaigns and activities, to low code, and
eventually to no code needed at all.

HOW CAN YOU EMPOWER
YOUR MARKETERS – YOUR
NEW DIGITAL RETAILERS?
So, the current reality is not great when it
comes to your digital retailing platforms and
tools. What can you do, then, to empower
your marketing people, your digital retailers?
It seems like we need to go back to the
drawing board. We (airlines and vendors)
need to design and build systems that will
help marketers to take control and take
ownership of our marketing technology and
platforms.
Digital platforms should be designed in a way
that empowers ecommerce and marketing
professionals to execute campaigns and
activities quickly, with minimal IT
intervention. For example, they should be
able to: create new landing pages for
promotional campaigns; personalize the
booking ﬂow and user experience; execute A/
B tests within the booking ﬂow; conﬁgure
post-booking marketing automation ﬂows for
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Source: chiefmartec.com

Here is a good example of that from the
article:
“Back in 1994, if you want to create a
website, you needed to know HTML, how to
set up an HTTP server, how to run it on a
Linux box somewhere, etc. It pretty much
required an IT discipline expert.
“Over time, however, new tools enabled non-IT
experts to build websites too. For a while, you
still had to be a ‘power user,’ even to ﬁgure out
something like Microsoft FrontPage. But
today, anybody can build a beautiful website in
minutes with tools like Squarespace and Wix.”
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Currently, airline marketers are still far from
being in control or being able to do things
without high IT involvement.
Even if you ﬁnd and use agile marketing tools,
it is still very diﬃcult to integrate them with
the legacy, core IT systems.

Based on our survey, it looks like airlines are
investing a lot into new marketing platforms
(personalization, core booking platforms,
data & analytics).
The next step needs to be an IT landscape
and environment that will empower airline
digital retailers.

In which area will you invest the most (increase) in this and next year? Please select Top 3.
60%

2018

2019

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Personalisation
and
personalization
engines

Data &
analytics
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Booking
and postbooking
platforms

Mobile

Marketing
automation
platforms

People &
knowledge

Artiﬁcial
intelligence

Messaging
apps and
chat bots

Other
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EXAMPLE

THE RISE OF MARKETING TECHNOLOGIST ROLES

With the “democratization of technology,” as Brinker calls it, and the shift of budgets from classic IT
to marketing technology, numerous new Marketing Technologist roles are emerging – from the
decision-making and strategy roles of planning the marketing technology landscape to specialist
roles in marketing departments that help reduce IT dependency (scripting, analytics & tag
management, A/B testing, marketing technology system administration and integration).
Below you can see data from a 2019 Chiefmartec survey about marketing technology roles and
responsibilities:

Source: Chiefmartec.com

And here’s an example of a
senior marketing technology role
from Southwest Airlines.
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MOBILE – AIRLINES ARE MAKING PROGRESS
I won’t spend much time and space here
telling you why mobile is important. It’s 2019,
after all, and it should be self-explanatory.
Based on our survey results, we could say
that airlines are ﬁnally making progress in
this arena. We asked our survey participants
the same question (“How mobile-ready are
your systems for ancillary upselling and
cross-selling?”) as last year, and you can see
the shift in the right (yes, literally to the right)
direction.
It’s good to see airlines making progress, as
the traﬃc shift to mobile is obvious. Among
all the airline and other travel websites with
whom Diggintravel did consulting and
conversion optimization work in the past year,
the share of mobile traﬃc was more than
40% of total traﬃc. And we’re talking about
website traﬃc only; some have a huge
amount of additional mobile app traﬃc.
Not all of the booking traﬃc is booking
related, though.
Some research (see the Nielsen research
reference in our Sources links) shows that

large (desktop) devices are still preferred for
important tasks like ﬂight booking.
The recent Monetate All-New Ecommerce
Benchmark 2019 report also shows that mobile
conversion rates are still much lower than those
for desktop: global mobile conversion rates are
47% of the levels achieved on desktop. From
Diggintravel’s experience with conversion
optimization projects, I can say that for some
airlines the ratio is even lower than that, in the
20-30% range.
However, mobile is crucial for your digital
retailing. Especially in the post-booking period,
you need to nail the mobile experience and be
present where your customers are (e.g.
messaging channels).
Solving your customers’ problems (such as
answering questions or making it easy to
manage booking and self-service scenarios on
mobile), understanding the context and being
relevant are the best ways to maximize upselling
and cross-selling. See the next “Example”
section for mobile UX tips for the post-booking
period.

How mobile ready are your systems for post-booking ancillary upselling and cross-selling?
60%
50%

2018

2019

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
1 - desktop centric (not
optimized for mobile)
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2

3 - responsive design
(optimized for mobile)

4

5 - mobile ﬁrst design
(designed for mobile)
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EXAMPLE

GOOGLE MOBILE UX PLAYBOOK FOR TRAVEL

SOURCE: HTTPS://SERVICES.GOOGLE.COM/FH/FILES/EVENTS/PDF_TRAVEL_UX_PLAYBOOK.PDF

The Google UX Playbook for Travel is a great resource for mobile UX best practices.

And here are some post-booking key elements and metrics from the Google UX Playbook:
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CAN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TAKE YOUR
DIGITAL RETAILING TO THE NEXT LEVEL?
When it comes to digital retailing and
artiﬁcial intelligence (AI), the narrative is
clear. By many, artiﬁcial intelligence is seen
as the step that will take your digital retailing
to the highest level – and there are clear
cases for applying AI, from identifying
customer behavior patterns in your data to
dynamic pricing to calculating propensity for
ancillary revenue product purchases to
personalization.
According to Karl Schuster, CEO of Virgin
Australia’s frequent ﬂyer program (Velocity),
AI-powered predictive analytics are
generating a signiﬁcant uplift in campaign
response rates and member satisfaction for
Virgin Australia’s frequent ﬂyer program:
“The machine learning predictive analytics
allow us to personalize our communication
with members so that we deliver offers to
them that are most relevant to their lifestyles,
interests and goals. [We are] predicting not
only the members who are most likely to
respond but also which offers are most likely
to appeal to them. This is personalization at
scale, and also increases member
engagement with the communications that
we send them, which is part of our strategy.”
Earlier this year, Lufthansa announced a
partnership with Hopper, an innovative OTA
which excels at AI (you can ﬁnd more about
Hopper in Sections 2 and 4). According to
Christian Langer, Vice President of Digital
Strategy for Lufthansa Group, the reason for
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this partnering decision is very similar – better,
more personalized offers:
“This [AI partnership with Hopper] will enable us
to provide our customers with even better datadriven, tailor-made offers in the future. This is
one of the central goals of our digital strategy for
this year.”
There is also a section of this Lufthansa news
announcement related speciﬁcally to the
impact on ancillary and retailing:
“The project will utilize AI to learn customers'
preferences on a much deeper level in order to
provide personalized recommendations about
additional services or upgrades.”
So, it seems like artiﬁcial intelligence is often
seen as the “silver bullet,” a magic algorithm
that will solve most of your problems.
However, mastering artiﬁcial intelligence is a
process; it’s a climb. Currently, it almost looks
like many airlines are trying to take the elevator
to the top ﬂoor instead of taking the steps – or,
as Zig Ziglar, guru of sales, once said:
“There is no elevator to success, you have to
take the stairs.”
What do I mean by the steps? I think it starts
with your data, your analytics, your
experimentation, and your personalization
efforts.
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If you can’t master your analytics and data
(e.g. if you can’t build your segments, identify
your personas, or identify patterns in your
analytics), then guess what? Artiﬁcial
intelligence becomes even harder to do and
will be very diﬃcult to ﬁgure out.
Chad Sanderson, Analytics & Experimentation
Program Manager at Microsoft, probably said
it best when I talked to him about
personalization and the use of artiﬁcial
intelligence:
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“You can’t just throw some content at the wall
and let machine do it for you. You need to
understand exactly how [your] audiences
differ in the ﬁrst place. And then when you
really have your data in a good place, once
you have your experimentation at the good
place and once you have the ability to
measure, then you have the ability to start
algorithmically.”
You can read Chad’s tips about how to start
with personalization in Section 4: Customer
Centricity.
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So, it is in a way logical that most are not
taking the next step with artiﬁcial intelligence
yet.

MOST AIRLINES ARE STILL
NOT DEEP IN ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE WHEN IT
COMES TO DIGITAL
RETAILING

69% of airlines from our survey said they
don’t use any advanced AI based methods
for their digital retailing.

Our survey shows that most airlines still
struggle with basic data, analytics and
personalization efforts. 51% (tied for ﬁrst
place) of airlines in our survey said their
biggest gap is being data driven and
mastering analytics.

Artiﬁcial intelligence was also quite low on
the ancillary revenue professionals’ list in our
survey; only 11% said it was in their Top 3
investment priorities in 2019.

Do you use any of the following advanced methods for your ancillary offers?
70%
58%
47%
35%
23%
12%
0%
No (or no answer)

Calculating propensity for
ancillary products purchase

Predictive analyitics

Recommendation engines

Artiﬁcial intelligence

Do you use any of the following advanced methods for your ancillary offers?
70%

2018

2019

58%
47%
35%
23%
12%
0%
No (or no answer)
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Predictive analyitics

Recommendation engines

Artiﬁcial intelligence
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CUSTOMER CENTRICITY EVALUATION
In this section, we tried to identify how
customer-centric airlines are when it comes to
their digital retailing. To understand this, we
asked the following questions in our survey:

- How do you use customer and other data
-

for ancillary offers and digital retailing?
At which stages (of the customer journey)
do you promote your ancillary products?
How do you personalize the in-path booking
and post-booking shopping experience?
Do you do dynamic products or dynamic
bundling? (e.g. branded fares for families,
dynamic product bundles)
Do you use a personalization engine like
Adobe Target, Insider, IBM, or Boxever?
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By now you know that conversion rate
optimization (CRO) is all about understanding
your users and being customer-centric. This is
why we used the feedback from the question
about CRO methods (“What kind of digital
optimization (UX) activities do you do for your
ancillary products?”) in our customer centricity
analysis and ranking as well.
Based on the above information, we ranked
Customer Centricity from 1 to 5 for each of
the 45 participating airlines in the survey. As
with the other categories, we tried to identify
maturity and best practices from the Leaders
for this category.
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PURSUING THE HOLY GRAIL OF
PERSONALIZATION
What skills do you see as the key for successful digital retailing? Please select Top 3.
80%
67%
53%
40%
27%
13%
0%
Customer centricity Data driven
& personalization
and analytics

Ecommerce and Merchandising
digital marketing and retailing

Collaboration
and agility

Product
innovation

Other

Where do you see your biggest gaps?
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Customer
Data driven
centricity & user and analytics
experience

Mobile

Collaboration
and agility

Merchandising
and retailing

Product
innovation

Ecommerce and
digital

Other

In which area will you invest the most (increase) in this and next year? Please select Top 3.
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Personalisation and
personalization engines

Data &
analytics

Booking and postbooking platforms

Mobile

Marketing automation
platforms

People &
knowledge

If you look at the above three charts, it’s not
really hard to see one crucial result:

skills, biggest gaps and as a top investment
area.

personalization and customer centricity are
currently at the top of most airline digital
retailing professionals’ agendas.

78% of airlines listed customer centricity and
personalization as key skills for digital
retailing, and 60% claimed they will invest in
these areas in 2019.

As you can see from the charts, these two
items are listed as number one in terms of key
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A (BUSINESS) CASE FOR
PERSONALIZATION
It is not unusual for airlines to see
personalization as the key goal, almost the
“holy grail” of their marketing activities.
McKinsey stated personalization is “a crucial
weapon” in the marketer’s arsenal in their
article “A technology blueprint for
personalization at scale”:
“The true prize of modern marketing is
delivering experiences that are both world
class to the consumer and deliver value to the
business. Personalization is a crucial weapon
in the marketer’s arsenal to achieve that goal.
That’s how businesses can deliver tailored
recommendations, content, offers, and
experiences, across all channels and devices,
along the entire customer journey.”

“With data, we begin to know our customers
better. We begin to personalize and target better,
to make offers better. We begin to know what the
appetite for the airline seats and price is. We
begin to bundle better. And we begin to stop
advertising as much because we know our
consumers and we can go directly to them with
the offers… We’re already seeing a revenue uptick
of 3% on conversion from what we are doing.”
Okay, so 3% is not exactly the 5% to 15%
McKinsey was talking about, but if this number
is correct, the impact is still huge. AirAsia.com
has more than 200 million visitors per year, and
the company makes more than 3.5 billion EUR
annually from their website.
A 3% uptick would result in 105 million EUR,
which is not bad, right?

In another study, McKinsey found that the
companies leading the charge on
personalization are seeing “5 to 15 percent
increases in revenue and 10 to 30 percent
increases in marketing-spend eﬃciency.”
In his recent speech, “AirAsia 3.0 – More
than just an airline” (which you can ﬁnd on
YouTube), Tony Fernandez spoke about his
airline’s efforts in the area of personalization
and the value they see in it:
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AIRLINES STILL NOT THERE YET
How do you use customer and other data for ancillary offers and digital retailing?
40%

2018

33%

2019

27%
20%
13%
7%
0%
1- Same offers for all

2

3 - Customized offers for key
customer segments

3

How do you personalize in-path booking and post-booking
shopping experience?

Do you do dynamic products
or dynamic bundling?

70%
58%
47%

90%
75%
60%

35%
23%
12%
0%

45%
30%
15%
0%

1 - We have same booking
path and booking
experience for all users

2

3 - We customize
messages and other
content in the booking

4

It is deﬁnitely good that airlines are investing in
customer centricity and personalization
because, as you can see from our results, the
gap between what airlines want to do (see in
the key skills and areas of investment
responses) and what they are currently doing
when it comes to personalization is still big.
Only 2% said they use data to create truly
personalized offers, while 48% claimed they
mostly have the same offers for all. There has
been some progress in how airlines use data if
you compare our 2018 vs. 2019 results;
however, one might say we are still far away
from creating truly personalized offers based
on customer data.
It seems like airlines are struggling even more
when it comes to applying customer data to
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5 - Customer personalised
offers based on customer data

5 - We do custom booking
path ﬂows, custom messaging
and custom content based on
user data

Yes

No

provide a custom booking path experience.
64% of the airlines in our survey said they
have the same booking path and experience
for all customers.
Furthermore, only 16% said they offer
dynamic products or dynamic bundles (for
example, dynamic branded fares for families
or business).
This is not surprising, as providing a custom
booking experience is deﬁnitely more diﬃcult
to do than creating dynamic content and
messaging in email campaigns. As you saw
in our Innovation and Technology section,
most airlines don’t believe their booking
platform is ﬂexible enough to do better, more
dynamic and data-driven digital retailing.
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HOW CAN YOU GET STARTED
WITH YOUR
PERSONALIZATION
EFFORTS?
Personalization is not exactly easy to
achieve, but technology is not the only
answer to all your problems. As shown in the
aforementioned McKinsey report, it takes
dedication from the whole organization and
alignment among all stakeholders:
“Capturing this value [of personalization] will
require mastering the technologies and
addressing the organizational disconnects—
all while forging trust with customers and
protecting their data. But implementing and
integrating the right technologies create
signiﬁcant complexity and call for a lot of
coordination.
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The companies that overcome the barriers to
personalization at scale are those that tackle
both technology and business challenges in
tandem, starting with the CMO and CTO/CIO
working together closely.”
You can read more about organization and
integration in the last section of this whitepaper.
Recognizing that customer centricity and
personalization are not a one department
project, but rather a company-wide initiative, is
the ﬁrst thing you need to do.
But what are the next steps?
How can you get started?
And is true personalization even a real thing? Is
it really achievable?
We’ll try to provide you with some answers and
different point of views in the next three Ask the
Expert sections.
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ASK THE EXPERT:
GETTING THE BASICS RIGHT BEFORE STARTING
WITH PERSONALIZATION
Chad Sanderson, Experimentation
Program Manager at Microsoft

For me that’s foundational to even think about
personalization.”

So what is the next step after that?
What do you think is the key step when
getting started with personalization?
“The ﬁrst thing where I really think people
need to start is their analytics data. It’s your
data layer, your data lake, your DMP, whatever
you are using. I see a lot of business talk
about personalization, but then I ask them,
‘OK, what are you capturing, what are you
making available already to your A/B testing
or personalization tool?’ And [often] it’s like
three things. If you have only three things that
you can capture, why don’t you just run an
experiment on those? Why go through this
‘dance’ about personalization when you have
such a limited number of variables?”

For airlines where the number of products
is much smaller, you can certainly
understand the point Chad is making. So
ﬁrst analytics, then experiments with
variables, and once you master those, then
proceed to personalization.
“Yes, if you don’t have a really robust analytics
system and a way of tracking, categorizing,
measuring and understanding the differences
between your different personas, ask yourself,
‘Do we have the ability to measure something
like category aﬃnity? Do we have a good
customer lifetime value model? Can we do
correlations and things like that?
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“After that I think people should start with rulebased personalization, which is really just A/B
testing on speciﬁc segments. I don’t think this
is really necessary from a process
perspective, but it is really necessary from a
company culture perspective. People need to
learn that personalization doesn’t work
because you just come up with some idea or
throw some content at the wall and let the
machine do it for you. You need to understand
exactly how these audiences differ. Then,
once you really have the data in a good place,
once your experimentation program is in a
good place, once you have the ability to
measure the personalization, then you can
start working algorithmically.”

I was really happy Chad was saying similar
things to what we preach at Diggintravel.
Analytics and CRO are the two areas you
need to master before starting with
personalization programs which are run
based on artiﬁcial intelligence and
algorithms.
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ASK THE EXPERT:
WHY INCREMENTALLY INCREASING RELEVANCE
(NOT PERSONALIZATION) SHOULD BE YOUR
GOAL?
Zach Rachins, Director of Air
Revenue at Hopper

Personalization seems like an elusive goal
airlines are always trying to pursue, and we
all understand that it’s really hard to do. But
is it even the right goal to be chasing? Zach
provided an interesting answer:
“Personalization is really overwhelming.
Instead of personalization, we should talk
about incrementally improving relevance.”

So, if you’ve been feeling like
personalization is overwhelming, this
should make you feel a bit better. Even a
tech company like Hopper, which excels at
artiﬁcial intelligence, thinks so as well.
Instead of personalization, they are talking
about taking small steps to incrementally
improve their relevance.
“People talk a lot about personalization, and
we do as well. The way we look at
personalization is just, at every step of the
way, improving relevance. Every time the users
give us some input, whether it be a search or a
booking, and give us explicit feedback
(meaning answer a question), it helps us to
continue to improve that relevance. We never
want to put a single thing in front of the user
that we don’t already know has a very high
probability of being relevant.”
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Being more relevant deﬁnitely seems to be
the right approach, but how do you
calculate what is really relevant?
“We’re very wary of what the traditional
companies have done on desktop where
you’re not necessarily seeing relevant offers
all the time; you’re seeing what could be
relevant. When you see an offer like a car
rental on an OTA site, you’re probably seeing
that because it could be relevant to you, not
because it is deﬁnitely relevant to you.
Obviously you’re never going to show
something that’s going to be 100% relevant,
but you should have a bevy of options and you
should know a probability of relevance, and
that’s what we’re building.”

Seems like what Hopper is doing is
calculating the probability of what will be
relevant for you when you engage with
them in a certain context. A similar trend I
see with airlines is calculating the
propensity of users to buy ancillary
products. Here is Zach’s view on that:
“I think that on the airline ancillary revenue
side, there is a couple of different things we
look at. First, there is eligibility criteria. Certain
offers just won’t be relevant for certain people.
Building off the car rental example, there are
certain destinations in the world where you
would never consider a car rental, so we never
want to show it to those users.”
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“Then [we] use data like past car rentals or
past trips or just speciﬁc destinations and
speciﬁc segments. You might use a derived
customer segment to know that a user is a
business traveler. You might have another
derived customer segment where you know
that you have a family traveling and it’s a twoweek trip and they have tons of luggage. In
those cases you could further segment the
car rental piece and show very speciﬁc car
rental options to those users.”
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Certainly, eligibility makes sense, but there
is another step Hopper takes when it
comes to calculating relevancy:
“After you’ve done some degree of
experimentation (and that experimentation
really never stops), you know certain
characteristics which you can break into
segments around which users will convert.
We think of those as two stages: there’s
eligibility and then there are certain
characteristics beyond eligibility that really
drive conversion. You never want to show an
offer to a user [which you’re] certain that
they’re not eligible for, but going even further,
that they don’t have a characteristic set with a
high probability to convert.”
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ASK THE EXPERT:
WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF AIRLINE MARKETING?

Kubilay Sengun, Managing
Director EMEA at Insider

To what extent is personalization a
necessity for airlines?
“There's no denying that the airline industry is
an incredibly competitive one. Increasingly,
OTAs and metasearch companies can take
ownership of the full booking funnel, reducing
airlines’ customer touchpoints and incurring
additional cost to the airlines. So the challenge
is now not only to encourage ﬂyers to book
with your airline over another, but also to
ensure that they are coming to you directly.
And this is where personalization becomes
your weapon; how you stand out from the
crowd, own your transactions and incentivise
customers to keep booking with you. Because
personalization dictates how relevant the
experience that you provide is. In a world
where consumers gravitate towards
convenience, it’s in your best interest to make
it easier for people to use your website and
buy your products from you.
Also, lower proﬁt margins on seat sales
dictates that ancillary sales must play an
increasing part in securing a proﬁtable
balance sheet. The right personalization
strategy can impact ancillary sales
dramatically by offering the right thing to the
right people at the right time.”
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"If you know that a customer books to take her
family skiing every season, you may want to
offer her excess baggage packages; if a large
male group book ﬂights to Las Vegas, you
may want to offer them premium car rental
services. Different personas require different
ancillary products; pushing a static, singular
experience to all proﬁles is far less likely to
drive revenue effectively.”

Everything seems to be AI-powered these
days. What does this mean in real terms
for airlines?
“It’s certainly a “go-to" term for making tech
sound cool and modern, so we’re going to do
it too! Only kidding, let’s look at the real term
implications for marketers.
When looking at effective personalization and
segmentation, scalability is a huge factor. To
produce meaningful outcomes, marketing
teams are required to carry out a data
collection process followed by an insight
generation process. AI allows you to carry out
both of these processes at speed and scale,
without being limited by manual human
efforts.
All airlines, LCCs in particular, have high
volumes of traﬃc to their websites and with
those visitors comes masses of data; when,
where and with whom visitors are travelling.”
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“Time and headcount limitations prevent
airlines from harnessing this data and using
it to its full potential, even after you disregard
the data that isn’t GDPR compliant. AI allows
you to create a scalable structure for data
collection and insight generation and adds
the crucial piece: pushing those insights to
action layers. Marketing decisions such as
which ancillaries to offer, what to display on
website sliders and when to bid on
advertising in order to decrease CPC.”

What the future holds for airline
marketers?
“Google recently commissioned an
experiment, which observed that by altering
behavioural principles, buyers could be
persuaded to switch from their preferred
airline to a fake airline invented for the
experiment. This clearly demonstrated how
fragile brand loyalty can be.
We’ve already discussed AI and machine
learning but there are more elementary
technologies available to airlines that aren’t
fully being utilized right now. Messaging
channels such as Facebook Messenger and
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Whatsapp for Business provide a unique way
for brands to stand out; open rates for
messaging apps average at 80%, compared to
25-30% for email. Brands who are able to
deliver seamless customer experiences at
every touchpoint throughout the customer
lifecycle will stand out in hyper-competitive
markets.
At Insider, we’ve created a platform that
brings all communication and personalization
technologies together to help marketers
deliver personalized experiences that are
consistent and intelligent across all channels,
driving brand loyalty and growth. By
constantly adding new features to our web,
mobile, app, messaging and advertising
suites, we help more than 450 brands globally
to reach their acquisition, activation revenue
and retention targets.
In the long term, experience-based marketing
will be the name of the game, with airline
marketers creating new ways to broaden that
experience to include a wider travel business
beyond just plane tickets.”
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EXAMPLE

DYNAMIC MESSAGING DURING THE BOOKING EXPERIENCE

Here is an example of Jetstar, an Australian low-cost carrier, displaying dynamic ancillary upselling
messages for short-trip ﬂights:

Ryanair, an Irish LCC, also displays different messaging and offers different bundles for short,
same departure and return date (high probability for a business ﬂight):

And for a ﬂight where children are included in the search parameters (family):
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ORGANIZATION AND INTEGRATION EVALUATION
In the ﬁnal section of the survey, we analyzed
the organizational aspects of digital retailing.
The key goal was to see how integrated key
digital retailing processes and activities are.
To understand this, we asked the following
questions in our survey:

- Who in your organization is responsible for
-

overall ancillary revenue and products?
Who is responsible for pricing of ancillary
products?
Who is responsible for promotional and
sales activities of ancillary products?
Do you have any specialized digital retailing
or merchandising roles?
How integrated are your departments in
your ancillary products upsell and cross-sell
activities?
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- What skills do you see as the key for
successful ancillary upselling and crossselling?

Based on the above, we ranked Organization
& Integration from 1 to 5 for each of the 45
participating airlines.
As with the other categories, we tried to
identify maturity and best practices from the
Leaders for this category.
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HOW SHOULD YOU ORGANIZE FOR DIGITAL
RETAILING?
This is the most common question I get
during my airline workshops and consulting
projects. First of all, ancillary revenue is a
fairly new concept for some airlines,
especially for legacy carries. For them, as
the process evolves from revenue
management and fare rules to true ancillary
products and digital retailing, so does the
company’s organization.
What we see from our research is that the
level of organization usually reﬂects the
airline’s business model and its digital
retailing maturity. This is why there is no
“one-size-ﬁts-all” approach when it comes to
the best organization. However, what we see
from our research is that for less mature
airlines (classiﬁed as Laggards in our survey
results), revenue management is still driving
the ancillary product and strategy. On the
other hand, more mature airlines in the
digital retailing space have dedicated
ancillary revenue and merchandising
departments in charge of ancillary products
and strategy.
In the table below, you can see which
departments are in charge of three key

digital retailing areas (Product & Strategy,
Pricing, and Promotion & sales) for our
surveyed airlines.
Again, there is no clear template for
organization that would work best for your
airline. There are airlines which have a
centralized ancillary department in charge of all
three key areas, and there are also successful
airlines with very decentralized organization
where the responsibility for a product or service
varies depending on the details of that product
or service. For airlines that are at the beginning
of their digital retailing journey, centralized
organization is probably a better model. With a
centralized organizational structure, it’s easier to
align all activities and have an end to end view
of the customer experience.
However, for more mature and larger
organizations, centralized organization could
mean slower growth. Having many independent
and agile teams can enable faster product
development, optimization and experimentation.
You can see an example of such organization in
the next Example section.

Overall Product &
Strategy

Pricing

Promotion and sales

Ancillary revenue department

47%

33%

27%

Revenue management department

22%

33%

0%

4%

4%

4%

11%

16%

18%

Marketing department

2%

2%

40%

Ecommerce department

2%

2%

7%

11%

9%

4%

Merchandising department
Depends on ancillary product or service

Other
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INTEGRATION IS MUCH MORE IMPORTANT THAN
ORGANIZATION
How integrated (on a scale from 1 to 5) are your departments in your ancillary products upsell
and cross-sell activities?
50%
42%
33%
25%
17%
8%
0%
1 - Ancillary revenue, marketing, ecommerce, IT are silo departments
and processes

2

3 - Our departments collaborate for
major ancillary projects (project
based)

In my opinion, integration is vastly more
important than organization when it comes to
digital retailing. In fact, you could go even
further and say that it really doesn’t matter
how your digital retailing and ancillary
processes are organized as long as they
remain customer-centric.
Digital retailing is a complex process that
involves many areas: strategy, ancillary product
development, pricing, digital marketing
(content, email promotions, automations and
triggers, web and in-app mobile push
notiﬁcations, messaging, remarketing), UX &
conversion optimization, development, and
third party cooperation.
The bigger the airline, the more specialized the
roles and departments are, and the more
diﬃcult it is to remain customer-centric.
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4

5 - We have integrated and
agile / cross-functional
ancillary processes

Luke Wroblewski, Product Director at
Google, best summarized this idea when he
said:
“As organizations grow, decision-making
moves further away from the user.”
For many airlines, internal processes and
organizational silos limit the effectiveness of
their digital retailing. As you can see from our
survey results, most airlines (49%) cooperate
on a project by project basis, and only 13%
claim that they have agile, cross-functional
ancillary processes.
I feel compelled to repeat the quote I
included in my whitepaper last year, from the
McKinsey article “How airlines can gain a
competitive edge through pricing,” because
it’s such a great summary of the “silo view”
challenge:
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“Because many of the tasks performed by
various departments require deep technical
expertise, airlines have historically divided
operating functions into silos. As a result, data
is siloed as well. RM may oversee core ticket
pricing and steering; marketing may manage
onboard ancillary pricing; and sales may
handle pricing with rental car, hotel, and other
partners. A total RM model—one that brings
together RM authority and then optimizes the
entire process— will require vast amounts of
input data from across the airline. In short, the
current state of fractured data and authority is
not conducive to total RM optimization.
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“Airline leadership must begin by revising the
organizational chart to allow for
communication and collaboration among the
various departments—and likely reallocating
authority of pricing for all products to a single
leader. Of course, integrating teams that have
historically worked as distinctly separate units
will require a signiﬁcant shift in mindset.”
How can you break those silos? What kind of
agile organization and mindset do you need
for digital retailing?
You can ﬁnd some ideas in the following
Example and Ask the Expert sections.
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EXAMPLE

AGILE ORG: JETSTAR BAGGAGE SQUAD

In my prior airline research whitepapers, I
wrote about examples of how digital
companies like Booking.com and
Skyscanner use growth squads and tribes to
create cross-functional organization.
Their teams usually consist of a product
owner, an analytics and optimization
expert, a UX person, and developers (frontend, back-end).

Based on the job descriptions for Jetstar
Airways’ ancillary revenue positions, we can
see that Jetstar has adopted a similar agile,
cross-functional model when it comes to their
digital retailing.
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Below you can see an example of a Baggage
Product Specialist role and how it ﬁts into
Jetstar’s Baggage Squad. In this case you can
see that the Baggage Squad consists of a
Digital Product Owner, Business Analyst,
Quality Assurance Analyst, Scrum Master, two
Back-End Developers, and two Front-End
Developers.
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ASK THE EXPERT:
DO AIRLINES NEED TO BECOME DIGITAL
COMPANIES AND CHANGE THEIR MINDSET TO
BECOME TRUE DIGITAL RETAILERS?
Sandun Dissanayake, Senior
Strategy Manager at Eurowings
Digital

The narrative about airlines wanting to
become digital companies is not new.
AirAsia’s Tony Fernandes frequently talks
about how AirAsia will become a digital
company. Becoming the “Amazon of travel”
was Michael O’Leary’s vision for Ryanair,
which is why Ryanair has opened three digital
labs in Dublin, Poland and Madrid in the last
few years.
Eurowings, a German low-cost airline and a
wholly owned subsidiary of the Lufthansa
Group, has a similar strategy. Their Managing
Director and CCO, Oliver Wagner, said they
want to be more than an airline:
“Eurowings is becoming a ‘travel companion’
for its customers.”
Eurowings wants to be more than an airline
and more like a digital travel agent or, as they
put it, a “companion” for their customers,
offering other services like transport, mobility
and even event tickets.
To understand what they do in order to change
their mindset from that of an airline to that of
a digital company and why they split all their
digital retailing into a dedicated company
(Eurowings Digital),
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I talked to Sandun Dissanayake, the Strategy
Manager at Eurowings Digital.

How do you look at the shift in mindset and
shift to new skills needed to be successful
at digital retailing?
“That [shift in mindset] is actually the main
point because it’s not only the technology. It’s
also not only the skills, but it’s also a general
mindset change. A lot of traditional airlines
are focused only on selling tickets and the
ancillary services are just an add-on. But now,
with our mission to become a travel
companion, the ancillary services or all the
services that add to the traveler experience
are coming more and more to the foreground.
So for us, it is really important to have this
mindset change of how we sell and then set
the skills in terms of the ecommerce
excellence capabilities that we need in order
to be a real retailer.”

To become a real digital retailer, they need
to look outside the airline industry, right?
“Yes, we’re not really comparing [ourselves] to
other airlines, but to fashion or other
ecommerce natives. That’s a main shift in our
business which require new skills that we
need to set up. That’s why we’re also hiring
fresh people that are not coming for the airline
industry.”
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What is the role of Eurowings Digital in
this change and how is Eurowings Digital
integrated with the parent airline
company? Why a separate company?
“Eurowings Digital is a daughter company of
Eurowings. Now that we are a separate entity,
we have an opportunity to work in different
structures. We evaluated if we would do this
whole initiatives of digitalization within the
Eurowings group, but we decided against it
because there is a general issue of working in
different working models.
“If you look at the traditional airline business,
you have very rigid structures. Of course
there are a lot of regulations because they
care about safety and that’s the main priority,
for good reason. But in the digital world, in
order to be more customer-centric, you need
to be more agile.”

To explain the difference between a
traditional airline environment and an agile
one, Sandun used a great example:
“In the digital world you need to work with
MVPs (minimum viable products), and that
doesn’t work in the traditional airline world,
right?
Nobody wants to ﬂy an MVP plane.
That’s why we differentiate so much, and
that’s where the business models kind of
collide. That’s where we decided we have two
different setups: we have the airline company
that needs to be in a stable environment and
the digital company that really needs to be in
an agile and ﬂexible environment.”

Eurowings Digital - experimenting
“Share instead of blame!” motto
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